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Abstract

Contextualized image captioning is a task that001
extends beyond generating a purely visual de-002
scription of the image content and aims to pro-003
duce a caption that is influenced by the con-004
text and informed by the real world knowl-005
edge. In this paper, we present an approach006
to knowledge-aware image captioning, with a007
specific focus on the temporal domain. We008
propose a way to identify relevant information009
in external data sources, such as geographic010
databases and common knowledge bases, and011
then encode it in a way that is most useful for012
the captioning network. We develop an end-013
to-end caption generation system that incorpo-014
rates external knowledge into the captioning015
process at several stages. The system is trained016
and tested on our novel temporal knowledge-017
aware captioning dataset, achieving significant018
improvements over multiple baselines across019
standardly used metrics. We demonstrate that020
our approach is effective for generating highly021
contextualized captions with both relevant and022
accurate temporal facts.023

1 Introduction024

Image captioning is the task of automatically gen-025

erating a natural language caption for a given im-026

age. A rapidly evolving modification of this task is027

contextualized image captioning (Lu et al., 2018;028

Biten et al., 2019; Zhao et al., 2019; Nikiforova029

et al., 2020; Tran et al., 2020; Bai et al., 2021)030

which aims to extend beyond a purely visual de-031

scription and produce a caption that is influenced032

by the context and informed by the real world033

knowledge. Motivating this research is the stark034

contrast between the captions created by most au-035

tomatic caption generators and the captions that036

humans produce naturally. Consider the image in037

Figure 1. The captions that were generated by two038

standard automatic captioning systems (Xu et al.,039

2015) and (Anderson et al., 2018) are almost iden-040

tical and both accurately describe the visual con-041

tent of the image. However, the human-generated 042

caption is very different: it is much more con- 043

textualized (identifies this famous clock tower as 044

Big Ben) and includes information that cannot be 045

inferred from the image alone (the year of con- 046

struction). In order to produce such captions, an

  

Human: Clock Tower, Palace of 
Westminster. Completed in 1859, 
the clock tower houses the bell 
known as Big Ben.

SAT (Xu et al., 2015): a very tall
clock tower towering over a city

BUTD (Anderson et al., 2018): a 
tall clock tower towering over a city
 

Figure 1: An example image.
https://www.geograph.org.uk/photo/2865824

047
automatic caption generator has to be able to ac- 048

cess and utilize real world knowledge relevant to 049

the image. This task presents a range of chal- 050

lenges, starting with identifying such knowledge 051

in external data sources. Crucially, it needs to 052

be done for every input image separately, since 053

general pre-training would not cover the specific 054

knowledge related to the objects in the individual 055

images. Further, the extracted knowledge needs 056

to be represented in a way that is useful for the 057

image captioning network; distribution-based rep- 058

resentation, which is standardly used for vocabu- 059

lary words, is not particularly informative for the 060

named entities and facts, as their semantics is con- 061

veyed poorly by their distribution patterns (e.g. the 062

various contexts in which the token “1859” ap- 063

pears in a large scale corpus are too diverse for 064

a good and precise representation of “1859” as the 065

year when Big Ben was completed). The caption 066

generation process needs to be adapted to produce 067

image-specific facts along with the regular vocab- 068

ulary words. Finally, the generated facts must 069

be accurate in the context of the image and ac- 070
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cording to the external knowledge sources. This071

adds a new dimension to the evaluation of the072

generated captions: verifying their factual correct-073

ness, beyond what can be verified from the im-074

age itself. These challenges, although explored for075

general-purpose knowledge-aware language mod-076

eling (Logan et al., 2019; Liu et al., 2019; Hayashi077

et al., 2020), have not yet been tackled in the con-078

text of image captioning.079

In this paper we present an approach to080

knowledge-aware image captioning, with relevant081

facts from an external knowledge base informing082

the caption generation process. We specifically083

concentrate on a subset of temporal knowledge,084

i.e. facts related to time indications, such as the085

“completed in 1859” fact in Figure 1. This re-086

striction on the knowledge domain lets us limit087

the variability of data the captioning system is ex-088

posed to, ensuring a more focused and controllable089

study. Our proposed approach can be easily gen-090

eralized to all types of facts. Our contributions are091

as follows:092

(I) We present a novel method of identifying093

and retrieving relevant knowledge from multiple094

databases by using the geographic metadata of095

an image in order to construct an image-specific096

knowledge context.097

(II) We develop a contextualized image caption-098

ing pipeline with extra knowledge incorporated at099

several stages. Specifically, the generation module100

is modified for working with geographic names101

and fact-related entities relevant for a given im-102

age, which appear in the captions alongside regu-103

lar vocabulary words. To the best of our knowl-104

edge, this is the first time that the underlying lan-105

guage model in an image captioning system has106

been made knowledge-aware by integrating real107

world facts from an external knowledge base.108

(III) We compile a new dataset of naturally cre-109

ated image captions, where each caption includes110

a contextually relevant temporal fact. We conduct111

extensive experiments on this dataset and show the112

effectiveness of our proposed framework based on113

multiple image captioning metrics and the correct-114

ness of the generated facts.115

2 Related Work116

In image caption generation, the seminal Show117

and Tell paper (Vinyals et al., 2015) introduced118

an end-to-end trainable neural caption generator119

structured as an encoder-decoder pipeline. It con-120

sists of two stages: in the first stage, a CNN en- 121

coder (usually pre-trained on an image classifica- 122

tion task) provides a representation of the visual 123

features of the image, and in the second stage, an 124

RNN decoder is initialized with the encoder’s out- 125

put and generates a caption word by word. Fur- 126

ther research presented many technical improve- 127

ments to the standard architecture, such as the at- 128

tention mechanism over the visual image features 129

(Xu et al., 2015; You et al., 2016; Lu et al., 2017; 130

Anderson et al., 2018), scene graph generation for 131

the image representation (Wang et al., 2019; Li 132

and Jiang, 2019; Lee et al., 2019), the Transformer 133

network instead of a traditional RNN as the de- 134

coder (Zhu et al., 2018; Li et al., 2019; Yu et al., 135

2019). In this paper, we build on the previous ad- 136

vances in image captioning and use a de facto stan- 137

dard encoder-decoder system with a pre-trained 138

CNN in the encoder and a Transformer network 139

in the decoder. 140

In the subtask of contextualized image cap- 141

tioning, external knowledge is incorporated into 142

the caption generation system, providing image- 143

specific information relevant for generating the 144

captions. The sources of external knowledge can 145

include related textual data (e.g. when captions are 146

generated for the news article images), a common 147

knowledge base such as ConceptNet (Speer et al., 148

2017) or DBpedia (Auer et al., 2007), or a special- 149

ized database, for example, a geographic one. In 150

this work, we utilize the OpenStreetMap1 database 151

for geographic knowledge and DBpedia for gen- 152

eral facts. 153

Existing datasets for contextualized image cap- 154

tioning usually include either relevant contextual 155

information directly (Biten et al., 2019; White- 156

head et al., 2018; Tran et al., 2020) or the meta- 157

data needed for extracting it from external sources 158

(Lu et al., 2018; Nikiforova et al., 2020). The 159

recently released Wikipedia-based Image Text 160

(WIT) Dataset (Srinivasan et al., 2021) contains 161

images from Wikipedia articles accompanied by 162

metadata and related texts. The included metadata 163

is mostly low-level (mime type, height, width) and 164

does not cover, for example, related geographic in- 165

formation even when it is available. In a running 166

example from Srinivasan et al. (2021), which is a 167

photograph of Half Dome in Yosemite Valley, the 168

location where the photograph was taken is avail- 169

able on the Wikimedia page of the image but it is 170

1https://www.openstreetmap.org/
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not included in the metadata for this image in the171

WIT dataset. The geographic metadata (latitude172

and longitude coordinates of the image location) is173

likely to be easily available for many real-life pho-174

tographs due to the built-in GPS in modern cam-175

eras and phones, and it can be extremely helpful in176

identifying information relevant for the contextu-177

alized image description in external data sources,178

which is why we include it in our dataset for tem-179

poral knowledge-aware captioning.180

Some contextualized image captioning systems181

use a template approach: a caption is generated182

with placeholder token slots that are later filled183

with the most fitting named entities extracted from184

an external knowledge source (Biten et al., 2019;185

Jing et al., 2020; Hu et al., 2020; Bai et al., 2021).186

The template approach is reported to be effective187

for producing more informative image descrip-188

tions; however, it can be problematic if no rele-189

vant entities of the required type are present in the190

available external data. A more flexible approach191

involves encoding external knowledge and using192

it as a context that informs the caption generation193

process (Mogadala et al., 2018; Zhou et al., 2019;194

Huang et al., 2020; Tran et al., 2020) and, in some195

works, as an additional vocabulary for the decoder196

(Whitehead et al., 2018; Chen and Zhuge, 2020;197

Nikiforova et al., 2020). In this paper, we use198

the relevant knowledge in two ways: first, as the199

additional context alongside the visual represen-200

tation of the image and, second, for building the201

image-specific vocabularies of real world entities202

and facts that can be generated in the caption.203

Our approach to generating facts in the captions204

draws from knowledge-aware language model-205

ing (Logan et al., 2019; Liu et al., 2019; Hayashi206

et al., 2020). Multiple LMs have been developed207

that make use of external knowledge bases, such208

as Freebase (Bollacker et al., 2008) and Wikidata209

(Vrandečić and Krötzsch, 2014). These models210

are able to choose between generating a knowl-211

edge base entity or a regular vocabulary word212

based on the preceding context. We propose a213

novel application of this idea to the image caption-214

ing task, providing our underlying LM with three215

types of tokens to choose from (names of the ge-216

ographic entities around the image location, tem-217

poral facts about these entities and regular vocab-218

ulary words), with our newly developed separate219

ways of encoding and generating the different to-220

ken types to best address their specific properties.221

3 The Temporal Knowledge-Aware 222

Dataset 223

For our task of temporal knowledge-aware image 224

captioning, we develop a novel dataset2 with nat- 225

urally created image captions that include facts 226

from the temporal domain. We collected the im- 227

ages and the related data from the website of the 228

Geograph project3, which aims to photograph and 229

document every square kilometer of Great Britain. 230

An advantage of this data source is the rich meta- 231

data that is provided for the photographs, includ- 232

ing the latitude and longitude coordinates of the 233

location where each photograph was taken. 234

Our dataset consists of 6788 Geograph images 235

with the captions and the location metadata. Each 236

caption in the dataset contains a reference to a 237

temporal fact (a fact related to a date or a year) 238

about a topical geographic entity (e.g. a building, 239

a bridge, a park, etc.), for example, “Theatre Royal 240

Haymarket. Dating back to 1720”. Each image is 241

paired with the latitude and longitude coordinates 242

of its location, which makes it possible to iden- 243

tify information relevant to the image in various 244

external knowledge resources. For example, in 245

our knowledge-aware captioning system we utilize 246

the coordinates to retrieve a list of objects around 247

the image location from a geographic database and 248

then extract facts about these objects from a gen- 249

eral knowledge base (see Section 4). The details 250

regarding the dataset split into train, validation and 251

test sets are given in Appendix A. 252

4 Modeling Context 253

We introduce two types of context into the image 254

captioning system: the geographic context and the 255

(temporal) knowledge context. The geographic 256

context of a given image is approximated as a set 257

of relevant geographic entities around the image 258

location, which may or may not be depicted in 259

the image itself. We use the geographic context 260

to build the knowledge context — a collection of 261

facts about the relevant geographic entities. Both 262

contexts, along with the visual features of the im- 263

age, inform the caption generation process. The 264

contexts also act as image-specific vocabularies of 265

geographic names and facts that can appear in the 266

caption. 267

2The dataset will be publicly available online at
ANONYMIZED

3http://www.geograph.org.uk/
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4.1 Geographic Context268

In constructing the geographic context, we modify269

an approach proposed in Nikiforova et al. (2020)270

to adapt it to knowledge-aware captioning. The271

geographic context G of a given image is a set of272

n geographic entities (e1 . . . en) located within a273

radius r from the image location. We set n at 300274

and r at 1 kilometer as the hyperparameters of our275

system.276

Each geographic entity ei is associated with its277

name and a set of geographic features proposed278

in Nikiforova et al. (2020): distance di and az-279

imuth ai between the entity and the image loca-280

tion, the entity’s size si and type ti (as provided in281

the OpenStreetMap database). In addition to that,282

we introduce two new features, intended to reflect283

the salience of the entity through the amount of in-284

formation available about it in a knowledge base:285

a binary indicator ∃fi that shows whether or not286

the entity corresponds to any facts in the knowl-287

edge context, and the number of facts #fi that288

correspond to the entity in the knowledge context.289

A sample fragment of a geographic context, with290

the entities mapped to their names and features, is291

shown in Figure 2.292

  

the: E(the)
view: E(view)
house: E(house)
…
theatre: E(theatre)

Decoder
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in
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view
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● E’(geo): (dist, az, size, type, num_facts))
● E’’(fact): E’(geo) ⨁ E’’’(predicate)
● E’’’(predicate): randomly initialized

embedding, fixed inventory of predicates

The view of Haymarket Theatre in London, built in 1720.

… 

The view of 
Haymarket Theatre 
in London, built in 
1720.
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…
o
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Figure 2: A fragment of a geographic context.

The features are combined in vector represen-293

tations for the entities, which we call “geographic294

embeddings”. For an entity ei a geographic em-295

bedding is computed as follows:296

GEOEMB(ei) = Concat[di, norm(ai), si,

∃fi, #fi, Embt(ti)]
(1)297

where norm is an azimuth normalization func-298

tion, Embt is an embedding function for the en-299

tities’ types, with the embeddings initialized ran-300

domly and optimized during training.301

4.2 Knowledge Context302

The knowledge context K is defined for a given303

image with the geographic context G as a set of m304

facts (f1 . . . fm) about the entities (e1 . . . en) ∈ G.305

We obtain the facts from the DBpedia knowl-306

edge base, where they are stored as triples of the307

form <subject, predicate, object>. First, we se- 308

lect all the facts, in which the subject is one of the 309

geographic entities from G, e.g. <Theatre Royal, 310

built_in, 1720>, <Theatre Royal, architect, John 311

Nash>, <Theatre Royal, rebuilt, 1879>, etc. We 312

further restrict the list of facts to the ones where 313

the object is a a date or a year, thus removing, 314

for example, the architect fact above. We train 315

a logistic regression model to rank the remaining 316

facts based on how likely they are to be mentioned 317

in the caption. The model takes into account the 318

fact’s predicate, the ranking of the fact’s subject 319

in the geographic context and its geographic fea- 320

tures. The top m facts of the ranked list constitute 321

the knowledge context of the image, withm as an- 322

other hyperparameter of the system, which we set 323

at 50. 324

Figure 3 shows a fragment of the knowledge 325

context corresponding to the geographic context 326

in Figure 2. We consider the year tokens, which 327

were originally the objects in the fact triples, to 328

be the “labels”, by which the facts are realized in 329

the captions. Each fact is therefore mapped to a 330

year token, which can appear in a caption, and to 331

a pair <subject, predicate> where the subject is a 332

geographic entity from G.
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is: GloVe(is)
theatre: GloVe(theatre)
…
view: GloVe(view)
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f
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...
f
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…
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i
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         founded_in >
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https://www.geograph.org.uk/photo/5987415

Figure 3: A fragment of a knowledge context.

333
Similarly to the geographic context, each fact in 334

the knowledge context is represented in a vector 335

form. A “fact embedding” for a fact fi is calcu- 336

lated as follows: 337

FACTEMB(fi) = GEOEMB(ei)+Embp(pi) (2) 338

where ei is the subject of the fact fi (an entity 339

from the geographic context), pi is its predicate 340

and Embp is an embedding function for the pred- 341

icates, with the embeddings initialized randomly 342

and optimized during training. 343

This approach to encoding facts in the knowl- 344

edge context provides the captioning system with 345

the information it needs to select an appropri- 346

ate fact based on the previously generated to- 347

kens. For any given fact, the system can take 348

into account whether or not its subject is already 349
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n
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Figure 4: An overview of the knowledge-aware system architecture (best viewed in color).

present in the caption and estimate whether the350

previous caption tokens are consistent with the351

fact’s predicate. The approach is not specific to352

the temporal domain: a fact of any type can be353

represented as a combination of its subject and354

predicate, e.g. <Theatre Royal, owner, Access355

Industries> → FACTEMB(Access Industries) =356

GEOEMB(Theatre Royal) + Embp(owner).357

5 Knowledge-Aware Captioning Model358

Our knowledge-aware caption generation system359

is an end-to-end trainable neural network with an360

encoder-decoder architecture. The overview of the361

system’s architecture is shown in Figure 4. As362

seen in the figure, both encoder and decoder in the363

system make use of the geographic and knowledge364

contexts to produce knowledge-rich captions.365

5.1 Encoder366

The encoder’s function is to convert input data into367

an informative representation that is subsequently368

used by the decoder to generate a caption. In a369

standard image captioning pipeline, the input data370

consists only of the image itself, and its encoding371

is a dense representation of its visual features. In372

our system, we also use geographic and knowl-373

edge contexts as the additional sources of input374

data.375

For the image encoding Eimage, we use a deep376

convolutional neural network (CNN), pre-trained377

on an image classification task, which is standard378

in image captioning applications. The particular379

CNN that we use is ResNet-101 (He et al., 2016), 380

trained on the images from the ImageNet database 381

(Russakovsky et al., 2015). 382

In addition, we encode information contained 383

in the geographic and knowledge contexts. First, 384

each of their elements is embedded with the em- 385

bedding functions introduced in Section 4: 386

EmbG = (GEOEMB(e1) . . .

. . .GEOEMB(en)), ei ∈ G

EmbK = (FACTEMB(f1) . . .

. . . FACTEMB(fm)), fi ∈ K

(3) 387

They are subsequently encoded with two sepa- 388

rate Transformer encoders (TrEnc), with a stan- 389

dard structure proposed in Vaswani et al. (2017). 390

391

Egeo = TRENC(EmbG)

Efact = TRENC(EmbK)
(4) 392

Finally, we concatenate the encodings of the 393

image, the geographic context and the knowledge 394

context: 395

Econtext = Concat[Eimage, Egeo, Efact] (5) 396

The result of the concatenation is the combined 397

representation of the visual features of the image 398

and the relevant information from the geographic 399

and knowledge contexts. 400

5.2 Decoder 401

The decoder accepts the combined context repre- 402

sentation from the encoder and generates an output 403
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sequence — the caption. The goal of the decoder404

is to produce a caption that would be fitting to the405

image and include accurate references to the geo-406

graphic and knowledge contexts.407

The decoder generates a caption token by to-408

ken, at each step t taking into account the previ-409

ously generated tokens w1 . . . wt−1 and the con-410

text representation Econtext. In the process, each411

input token is represented by a sum of its vector412

embedding and the encoding of its position in the413

sequence.414

PosEmb(wi) = Emb(wi) + Pos(wi) (6)415

We use pre-trained GloVe word embeddings (Pen-416

nington et al., 2014) for the regular vocabulary417

tokens. However, the geographic entity names418

and fact-related tokens require a different kind of419

representation. It is important that the decoder420

can utilize information about their most meaning-421

ful characteristics: physical properties of the geo-422

graphic entities and the facts’ subjects and pred-423

icates. For this reason, we use the GEOEMB424

and FACTEMB embedding functions to represent425

them.426

Emb(wi) =


GEOEMB(wi), if wi ∈ G

FACTEMB(wi), if wi ∈ K

GLOVE(wi), otherwise
(7)427

We employ a Transformer decoder (TrDec) with a428

standard structure. It attends to the positional em-429

beddings of the previously generated tokens and to430

the encoder’s output, the combined representation431

of the image contexts.432

ht = TRDEC(PosEmb(w1...t−1);Econtext) (8)433

In a standard captioning pipeline, the output of the434

decoder ht is then passed to a final linear layer435

that acts as a classifier, estimating the probability436

distribution over all the tokens in the vocabulary437

V . The vocabulary is usually fixed and consists of438

the words from the training dataset. In our case,439

captions also include entity names and facts from440

the geographic and knowledge contexts, which are441

image-specific, and therefore, not all relevant en-442

tity names and fact-related tokens would necessar-443

ily be a part of V . So, we modify the last stage of444

the decoding process by computing three sets of445

scores: the scores for the vocabulary tokens from446

V , the scores for the geographic entity names from447

G and the scores for the facts from K.448

yv1 ...yvk = ht Wvocab, v1...vk ∈ V

ye1 ...yen = (EmbG DIAG(ht)) ~wgeo, e1...en ∈ G

yf1 ...yfm = (EmbK DIAG(ht)) ~wf , f1...fm ∈ K

(9)449

where Wvocab is a trainable linear transformation 450

matrix, ~wgeo and ~wf are trainable linear transfor- 451

mation vectors, and DIAG(ht) denotes a diagonal 452

matrix with the ht vector in the main diagonal. 453

The three sets of scores are then concatenated 454

and fed to a softmax layer, which produces an 455

overall probability distribution over the tokens 456

(v1 . . . vk) ∈ V , (e1 . . . en) ∈ G and (f1 . . . fm) 457

∈ K (see the diagram in Figure 4). The token with 458

the highest probability is generated at position t. 459

wt = arg max
wi

P (wi), wi ∈ V ∪G ∪K

where P (wi) =

= σi(Concat[yv1 ...yvk , ye1 ...yen , yf1 ...yfm ])

(10)

460

6 Results and Discussion 461

We trained and tested our knowledge-aware cap- 462

tioning system on our dataset (described in Sec- 463

tion 3). To evaluate its performance, we em- 464

ploy the standardly used metrics that compare 465

the automatically generated captions to the hu- 466

man written captions for the same images: BLEU 467

(Papineni et al., 2002) and its extensions, ME- 468

TEOR (Denkowski and Lavie, 2014), ROUGE 469

(Lin, 2004) and CIDEr (Vedantam et al., 2015). In 470

addition to that, we measure the correctness of the 471

generated temporal facts by estimating their preci- 472

sion and recall. 473

For baselines, we train two other caption gen- 474

eration systems on the same dataset. Both 475

baseline systems share the overall encoder- 476

decoder Transformer-based architecture with our 477

knowledge-aware system; however, we reduce the 478

amount of context available to them. The first 479

one, the “decontextualized” system, has both geo- 480

graphic and knowledge components removed, so, 481

its performance represents the level that can be 482

achieved by a standard image captioning pipeline 483

with no additional contextualization. The sec- 484

ond baseline, which we call “geo-aware”, has ac- 485

cess only to the geographic context: the output 486

of the encoder is the concatenation of the image 487

representation and the geographic context encod- 488

ing, and during caption generation the decoder can 489

only pick from the vocabulary tokens and the ge- 490

ographic entity names. The difference between 491

the performance level of the geo-aware and the 492

knowledge-aware systems will demonstrate the 493

impact of the external knowledge component on 494

the generated captions. We also run a standard 495
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BLEU-1 BLEU-2 BLEU-3 BLEU-4 ROUGE METEOR CIDEr
Standard (Xu et al., 2015) 0.22 0.06 0.01 0.00 5.88 1.65 0.09

Decontextualized 20.64 10.42 5.41 2.81 23.19 7.77 2.12
Geo-aware 22.97 13.32 8.17 4.92 28.50 10.18 13.65

Knowledge-aware 29.98 19.10 12.97 8.96 31.59 13.44 25.06

Table 1: Metric scores of the different systems, measured on the test set.

Ground truth: bellgrove station , glasgow . opened in 1871 as a joint station to connect several of the main lines entering
glasgow . view east towards airdrie .

Standard (Xu et al., 2015): a train traveling down train tracks next to a bridge

Decontextualized: thatcham station , berkshire . opened in 1847 by the great western railway on its line from reading to
taunton . view south towards thatcham and taunton .

Geo-aware: bellgrove station , glasgow . opened in 1868 by the glasgow brighton & south coast railway on the line from
glasgow bridge to croydon . view north towards glasgow .

Knowledge-aware: bellgrove station , glasgow . opened in 1871 by the glasgow & dorchester railway . view south east
towards sway and dorchester .

Ground truth: hexham bridge . the current nine-arched stone bridge across the river tyne at hexham was built by william
johnson and robert thompson , designed by engineer-architect robert mylne , following previous bridge designs by john
smeaton but with piling and other measures to improve its stability . the bridge was completed between 1793 and 1795 . in
1967 the parapets were moved from their original position in order to widen the bridge to allow foot passengers . hexham
bridge is a listed building grade ii* link link

Standard (Xu et al., 2015): a view of a bridge over a body of water

Decontextualized: bewdley bridge . bewdley bridge was designed by thomas telford and built in 1798

Geo-aware: hexham . the bridge was designed by sir joseph bazalgette and opened in 1921 .

Knowledge-aware: hexham bridge , hexham . the hexham bridge was built in 1793 , the designs of architect reginald h .
uren and cost of devonshire .

Table 2: Examples of the generated captions. Correct geographic references and temporal facts are given
in bold; incorrect ones are given in italics.

pre-trained caption generation system (Xu et al.,496

2015) on our test set. The standard system has497

no contextual component and was trained on the498

out-of-domain images from the MSCOCO dataset499

(Lin et al., 2014). Table 1 shows the comparison500

between the metric scores of the knowledge-aware501

system and the three baselines (decontextualized,502

geo-aware and standard)4.503

The standard system trained on the out-of-504

domain images produces captions that are very505

different from the ground truth ones, which is re-506

flected in the particularly low metric scores. This507

is expected, since the dataset it was trained on, as508

well as the architecture of the system itself, did not509

account for the context of the images and instead510

focused on their visual descriptions only. Overall,511

the metrics indicate that the more context is avail-512

able to the system, the better it can reproduce the513

4It would also be informative to compare our system to
those that use alternative ways to encode and produce knowl-
edge base entities during caption generation, for example,
the ways proposed in general-purpose knowledge-aware lan-
guage modeling; we leave the development of such systems
and further comparison to future research.

ground truth captions. The geo-aware system im- 514

proves upon the decontextualized baseline, and the 515

knowledge-aware system outperforms all the base- 516

lines across all metrics5. All the improvements 517

are statistically significant (two-sample t-test, p 518

<0.001). The most radical improvements are in the 519

CIDEr metric, which gives a higher weight to the 520

words that are more informative according to the 521

TF-IDF score; geographic names and fact-related 522

tokens are usually rare in the corpus and highly 523

informative, so they contribute a lot to this metric. 524

Table 2 shows examples6 of the captions gener- 525

ated by the knowledge-aware system and the base- 526

lines, as well as the original human written cap- 527

tions for the same images. Here, the standard sys- 528

tem from Xu et al. (2015) successfully produces 529

5We also note that our system’s metric scores are on
par with those achieved on average by the other contextual-
ized image captioning systems (Biten et al., 2019; Nikiforova
et al., 2020; Tran et al., 2020; Bai et al., 2021), although a
direct comparison is not possible due to the differences in the
datasets and the task specifics.

6The images for these examples and additional examples
from the test set are given in Appendix C.
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accurate descriptions of what can be seen in the530

images but includes no references to their context.531

The decontextualized baseline system fails to gen-532

erate correct geographic entity names and facts, as533

it has no access to the context of the images and534

simply draws all the caption tokens out of the gen-535

eral vocabulary. The geo-aware system can utilize536

the context available to it to produce accurate ge-537

ographic references but, not being able to use the538

knowledge context, does not produce correct facts.539

The captions generated by the knowledge-aware540

system demonstrate that it is able to successfully541

use both geographic and knowledge contexts and542

produce relevant references to geographic entities543

and accurate temporal facts about them. Although544

it does produce incorrect facts from outside of the545

temporal domain (e.g. “designs of architect Regi-546

nald H. Uren” for the Hexham Bridge, which was547

actually designed by Robert Mylne), it is expected548

since the knowledge context only includes facts re-549

lated to dates and years in the scope of this paper.550

6.1 Generated Facts Accuracy551

In our evaluation of the system, we specifically fo-552

cus on the temporal facts in the generated captions.553

We test the correctness of the facts against the DB-554

pedia knowledge base and measure precision and555

recall to quantify it. We take precision to be the556

number of times a correct temporal fact was gen-557

erated, divided by the overall number of times any558

temporal fact was generated.559

Precision =
# correct facts

# all facts
(11)560

We take recall to be the number of times a cor-561

rect temporal fact was generated, divided by the562

number of times that the system generated a ge-563

ographic entity that had a temporal fact in the564

knowledge context. A low value of recall would565

mean that a system does not generate temporal566

facts when they are available. This is not neces-567

sarily a fault in general; however, in this paper,568

the goal is to create a system with a high tendency569

to generate accurate temporal facts, which should570

correspond to a high level of recall.571

Recall =
# correct facts

# all geo entities with facts
(12)572

In addition to the decontextualized and geo-aware573

baselines introduced earlier, we also create a “ran-574

dom fact” baseline. It takes the captions gener-575

ated by the knowledge-aware system and replaces576

the fact token (the year) in each caption with a 577

year randomly picked from the knowledge con- 578

text. This creates quite a strong baseline because 579

the probability of any year from the knowledge 580

context to be relevant to the image and to appear 581

in the caption is high by design. Table 3 shows the 582

precision and recall scores of the three baselines 583

and our knowledge-aware system. 584

Precision Recall
Decontextualized 0.0 0.0

Geo-aware 0.7 1.07
Random fact 48.75 46.96

Knowledge-aware 84.40 81.31

Table 3: Precision and recall scores.

Unsurprisingly, the geo-aware and the decon- 585

textualized baselines produce near to no accurate 586

temporal facts, resulting in extremely low scores 587

(the geo-aware system had a few coincidental cor- 588

rect guesses). The strong random fact baseline’s 589

scores are much higher, but are still greatly out- 590

performed by the knowledge-aware system. 591

7 Conclusions 592

In order to imitate natural human behavior in cap- 593

tioning an image, it is essential that automatic im- 594

age captioning systems take into account the con- 595

text of the image and related real world knowl- 596

edge. In this paper, we have presented a novel 597

way to contextualize a standard image caption- 598

ing pipeline with real world data that is rele- 599

vant to the image but is not directly inferable 600

from it. We compiled a new image captioning 601

dataset with naturally produced knowledge-rich 602

captions and image metadata. Our experiments 603

demonstrate the effectiveness of our approach: 604

the trained knowledge-aware captioning system is 605

able to generate captions with accurate references 606

to relevant geographic entities and correct tempo- 607

ral facts about them. Compared to a range of base- 608

line systems, it achieves substantial improvements 609

in the standardly used metrics as well as in the 610

precision and recall of the generated facts. The 611

proposed approach is not specific to any particular 612

domain and could be generalized to a wide range 613

of fact types. In future work, we plan to extend 614

the coverage of our contextualized image caption- 615

ing system to other knowledge domains, taking it 616

further in the direction of truly humanlike caption 617

generation. 618
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A Dataset Split830

We split out knowledge-aware captioning dataset831

into train, validation and test sets that constitute,832

respectively, 75%, 12.5% and 12.5% of the whole833

dataset. In order to avoid assigning different pho-834

tographs of the same geographic entities to both835

train and validation/test sets, we base the split on836

the latitude of the image location instead of split-837

ting the dataset randomly. The photographs that838

were taken to the north of the 54.8287° latitude839

are assigned to the test set, between the 53.534°840

and the 54.8287° latitude to the validation set, and841

the rest to the train set. With the latitude-based842

split, we ensure testing on the previously unseen843

data, which helps to detect possible overfitting.844

B Mistake Analysis845

The most typical mistake that the knowledge-846

aware system makes in temporal fact generation847

is producing a year that refers to a different event848

than what is stated in the caption, e.g. generating849

“st magnus cathedral [...] built in 1137” when in850

fact St. Magnus Cathedral was founded in 1137851

and the year of construction is not specified in the852

knowledge context, see Table 4.853

  

the: GloVe(the)
is: GloVe(is)
theatre: GloVe(theatre)
…
view: GloVe(view)
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Image Vector
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…
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< St Magnus Cathedral,  
         founded_in >

… 

https://www.geograph.org.uk/photo/5987415

Ground truth: st magnus cathedral . established in 1137 ,
the cathedral is constructed of orkney red and yellow sandstone .

Knowledge-aware: st magnus cathedral , kirkwall . st magnus
cathedral , built in 1137 , the village of kirkwall .

  

the: GloVe(the)
is: GloVe(is)
theatre: GloVe(theatre)
…
view: GloVe(view)
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f
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f
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f
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… 

https://www.geograph.org.uk/photo/5987415Table 4: An example of the caption generated with an
incorrect fact.

This type of mistake occurs when the fact’s854

predicate does not fit the previously generated to-855

kens, e.g. the fact’s predicate “founded_in” does856

not fit the previously generated expression “built857

in”. Since there is no fact that refers to the cathe- 858

dral’s year of construction in the knowledge con- 859

text at all, generating “built in” in the caption leads 860

to a particularly high chance of producing an in- 861

correct fact. Thus, this type of mistake highlights 862

the importance of taking the knowledge context 863

into account not only when the fact is being se- 864

lected but also while generating other types of to- 865

kens, such as regular vocabulary words. 866

C Examples of the Generated Captions 867
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(a)

Ground truth: bellgrove station , glasgow . opened in 1871 as a joint station to connect several
of the main lines entering glasgow . view east towards airdrie .

Standard (Xu et al., 2015): a train traveling down train tracks next to a bridge

Decontextualized: thatcham station , berkshire . opened in 1847 by the great western railway
on its line from reading to taunton . view south towards thatcham and taunton .

Geo-aware: bellgrove station , glasgow . opened in 1868 by the glasgow brighton & south
coast railway on the line from glasgow bridge to croydon . view north towards glasgow .

Knowledge-aware: bellgrove station , glasgow . opened in 1871 by the glasgow & dorch-
ester railway . view south east towards sway and dorchester .

(b)

Ground truth: hexham bridge . the current nine-arched stone bridge across the river tyne at
hexham was built by william johnson and robert thompson , designed by engineer-architect
robert mylne , following previous bridge designs by john smeaton but with piling and other
measures to improve its stability . the bridge was completed between 1793 and 1795 . in
1967 the parapets were moved from their original position in order to widen the bridge to
allow foot passengers . hexham bridge is a listed building grade ii* link link

Standard (Xu et al., 2015): a view of a bridge over a body of water

Decontextualized: bewdley bridge . bewdley bridge was designed by thomas telford and built
in 1798

Geo-aware: hexham . the bridge was designed by sir joseph bazalgette and opened in 1921 .

Knowledge-aware: hexham bridge , hexham . the hexham bridge was built in 1793 , the
designs of architect reginald h . uren and cost of devonshire .

(c)

Ground truth: alnwick playhouse . built in 1925 as a cinema , the playhouse now presents a
balanced programme of music , drama , dance , film and exhibitions . see link ( archive link )

Standard (Xu et al., 2015): a red and white building on a street corner

Decontextualized: the queens house , london . the queens house was built in 1616 and is a
grade i listed building . link

Geo-aware: alnwick : alnwick playhouse . the alnwick playhouse is a theatre , alnwick
complex , built in 1907 and is grade ii listed . link

Knowledge-aware: alnwick playhouse . the alnwick playhouse is a grade ii listed building
, built in 1925 . link

(d)

Ground truth: floodlit paisley town hall . looking along gauze street towards paisley cross .
the town hall was built in 1882 to a design by belfast architect w.h.lynn and was funded by
the coats threads family .

Standard (Xu et al., 2015): a city at night with a clock tower

Decontextualized: st michaels church , southampton . the church was built in 1070 , and is
the oldest building in 1070 , it is a grade i listed building . it is now part of the oldest building
. it is now grade i listed building .

Geo-aware: the church of paisley abbey . the church was consecrated in 1873 .

Knowledge-aware: the paisley town hall , paisley . the paisley town hall is a grade ii listed
building , completed in 1882 , with details at : link

Table 5: Examples of the generated captions. Correct geographic references and temporal facts are given
in bold; incorrect ones are given in italics. Correctness of the non-temporal facts is not assessed.
Image references:

(a) https://www.geograph.org.uk/photo/3373434

(b) https://www.geograph.org.uk/photo/5715314

(c) https://www.geograph.org.uk/photo/2459525

(d) https://www.geograph.org.uk/photo/2793844
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